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A short detour through Brexit





Regional variations in the Brexit vote
Large variations in the pro-Brexit vote, ranging from from 8% in Hackney, to 
88% in Staffordshire Moorlands. 

Age, education, and (less significantly) job insecurity are important determinants 
at the regional level.  

Trade shocks and the extent of inward FDI are also correlated with the Brexit 
vote. 

Fallacy of ascribing group views to individuals: poor areas voted for Brexit —> 
poor individuals voted for Brexit.



Source: Adapted from Rodrik (2020), Why does globalisation fuel populism? Economics, culture, 
and the rise of right-wing populism, Fig. 1, p. 31, with some additions.
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Regional dimension in the Brexit campaign

Elections in the UK are essentially 650 mini-elections, one per parliamentary 
constituency. 

Usually local results are heavily influenced by the local campaign: resources, 
volunteers, local issues. 

The Brexit referendum was a national poll, with no campaign finance limits set 
for each constituency. 

In the Brexit referendum individuals were micro-targeted on social media by the 
national campaign (targeted by place of residence).



Source: https://www.parliament.uk/documents/commons-committees/culture-media-and-sport/Fake_news_evidence/Ads-
supplied-by-Facebook-to-the-DCMS-Committee.pdf















Brexit as a protest vote

The Brexit vote was not necessarily about the EU. 

A large number of disparate groups voted for Brexit for different and often 
contradictory reasons. 

A higher Brexit vote in a specific location could reflect local concerns. 

Targeted advertising on social media could have amplified those concerns.
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Likelihood of voting for Brexit by type of area (%)

Type of area / region Unadjusted Adjusted for composition

High UKIP vote area 11.9 7.7

Low wage growth area 2.2 1.8

High skills area -8.0 -4.2

High immigration area -4.1 0.5

Anti-immigration area 15.5 7.0

Anti-same-sex marriage area 6.5 3.8

Abreu and Oner (2020). Disentangling the Brexit vote: The role of economic, social and cultural 
contexts in explaining the UK’s EU referendum vote. Environment and Planning A, 52(7), 1434–1456.



Individuals or context?
Voter composition explains around one third of the variation in the Brexit vote 
(Abreu and Öner, 2020). 

Cultural perceptions and views, particularly on immigration, have strongest 
explanatory power. 

Economic context has little explanatory power, except for education and (v. 
marginally) low wage growth. 

We conclude that context explains a large proportion of the vote, but it’s cultural 
context that matters.





What do voters in former coal mining communities think?

Abreu, M., & Jones, C. (2021). The Shadow of the Pithead: Understanding Social and Political Attitudes in 
Former Coal Mining Communities in the UK. Applied Geography, 131.
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Abreu, M., & Jones, C. (2021). The Shadow of the Pithead: Understanding Social and Political 
Attitudes in Former Coal Mining Communities in the UK. https://doi.org/10.31235/osf.io/6sd7f.



Nature of the challenge





Key challenges of regional policy
Objectives: how to identify them, and how to reconcile growth and productivity 
vs. quality of life objectives.  

Agency: how to involve the local community in the process, and encourage 
ownership of the outcomes. 

Measurement: how to choose priority areas; how to evaluate success. 

Delivery and process: who should deliver the policy; how should the delivery 
process be scrutinised and evaluated.



Capability Approach and 
regional policy



Capability Approach
A conceptual framework for thinking about human development with a focus on 
individual opportunities and agency. 

An alternative to approaches that focus on resources (e.g., GDP) or desire 
fulfilment (e.g., happiness). 

It is pluralistic by design, and can incorporate other concepts such as human 
rights, spatial justice, or happiness. 

Widely used in development programmes and by international development 
agencies (esp. UNDP).
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Figure 1. Elements of the capability approach. 
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Resources and capabilities
Policy area Resources Capabilities

Transport
Income

Owning a car, bike

Driving, cycling skills

Access to roads or cycle lanes

Ability to travel to work

Ability to meet friends and family

Ability to access shops and services

Ability to enjoy scenic landscapes

Food and nutrition

Income

Access to grocery shops

Home storage capacity

Cooking skills

Access to kitchen appliances

Ability to be well nourished

Ability to enjoy food with others

Ability to provide for one’s family



Agency



How can we use these insights 
in practice?



Challenges of implementation
There are two well-known challenges of the Capability Approach: 

Multi-dimensionality: capability sets include many complex aspects of life. 
Observability: we do not observe capability sets, only resources and outcomes. 

In addition, there are challenges linked to implementation: 
How do we choose which capabilities to prioritise? 
What is beneficiaries choose the “wrong” thing (e.g., flower displays rather than healthcare?) 
What is the role of society in the Capability Approach?



Our proposal: three steps
We break down the challenge into three steps, ranging from easy to more 
difficult: 

Articulate a conceptual shift in policy focus from intermediate to ultimate goals. 
Use a deliberative participation approach to identify valued capabilities (between elections). 
Involve local communities in the implementation, measurement, and scrutiny of policies. 

There are examples of each step (although not explicitly CA) across regional 
and national policymaking.



Poverty and Wealth Reports - Germany
The German government adopted the CA as the theoretical framework for its 
Poverty and Wealth Reports (published every 3-4 years). 

Poverty is defined as a lack of capabilities, and wealth as a richness of 
capabilities. 

Progress is measured using 38 indicators, identified by academic, policy, and 
civic society experts through a participatory process. 

Indicators include measures of individual and regional context, realised 
capabilities (functionings), agency, and satisfaction with outcomes.



Participatory budgeting

Source: The Participatory Budgeting Project, Brooklyn, NY.



Source: https://www.whistler.ca/municipal-gov/strategies-and-plans/whistler2020.









Concluding thoughts
The “geography of discontent” has led to a lack of political engagement, and a 
loss of trust in government. 

The capability approach offers a useful framework for addressing some of the 
resulting challenges.  

It highlights the need to involve the local community in meaningful ways, in 
order to generate agency. 

A transparent and democratic process ensures better perception of outcomes, 
and reinforces support for structural factors (e.g., institutions, social norms).
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